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A Model for Evaluation

of Decision Passages.

We have some very ,Important decisions facing us in the near futur

decisions that will,have profound ramifications ior us as humain beings.

The "we"A

that

speak of is the human race. However., if we want to localize

and make it 'more specific so that it becomes more relev at to you

and me, let's say e is the immediate generation of students we are

teaching and counseling. They will'be faced with tremendously significant

decisions that your and my generation has already generated. They will

A
ave to decide on such issues as Do. we want to duplicate human beings

now that we have the k The DNA molecule ? we want to engin-

behavior and control society as a whole?

I suggest that decisions. such as these will be imminent, ifathey

not already imminent, for the Individuals in our classrooms .-(Femember,

do not have only youngsters in our classroomS.) I also suggest that unless

wesdolmore in the way of teaching individuals ho _o engage in effective

personal decision-making processes or counsel thdm about their past and
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king patterns, we will find ourselves in a society led

and governed by a group of less,ttan effective decision makers.* *hen the

levernance rests a the hands of those we are currentl

and counseling, they will at be ready to problem solve, to e s

sophisticated degree required by the global tasks that confront

There is a current thrust jri our society, evidenced by olife

of self-help hoots, to teach persons how manage their owneeves better

so that they will enjoy life more and become more productive. There

also a belief that if individuals manage their own lives well, they will

do a better Job managing orgeni2ati.ons aad

,generation of students

y ems. If the current

1 soon be in a position to manage systems \in our

society, we ought to concern ourselves with teaching theta how to

themselves better. personal" dec

the pattern

While there

of us, whether it be decision making in our personal lives or decision

king patterns undoubtedly a

it n-mak :g processes concerning syst

no question that decision making is

issues.

ge

tial to each

making in our professional roles, it Is my contention that we educators

too often, if we attempt to teach decision making at all,, do so almost

exclusively in a didactic fashion. We present models for decision making.

We lecture on the theories of decision making. We demonstrate step77by-step

processes Of what we consider effective problem-solving or decision- making

techniques. We write books on effective decision making. We

however? spend enough time getting students to.evaluate how they have made

or are making decisions in their own lives. Their grasp of effective
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- often remains only t epretical not practical.
4

, .
.

.

rtdat for tkt to continue to be exposed to theories of.

deeisien 01,0 jag is 0,0o ,essential_ fer, em, to egal4ne whether or

they are applying these theories in their own lives.

Some years ago I b6gan to implement a method of getting students to

look closely at their decisiov-Makkeg patterns. approach was to have

them examine their past and current'llehavior and assess how they manage

the dynamics that occur 5 they proned% through decision-making passages

in their lives . Each time I used the dpproacli, I found student reponse

decidedly positive while my own appreciation for the approach'increased.

As the approach became more and more refined -each time I used it,

eventually determined that it indeed a viable model for assessing

decision-making patterns that should be shared w1th teachers add counselors,

The Personal -d Guidance Journal, November, 1977, carried an article I

wrote describing the model in detail. I refer to it as "A-Model fhr

Evaluating.Decis Passages: A Facet of-Self Assessment.

1 currently use the model in a Management of Human Endeavor course

a _the doctoral level. I use it in Career Development context in group

setting and in

effective

and others

It

does no

ling On a one-on-one basis. The model proves

al settings. It can be used by teachers and counselors

in helping prefessions

ial to Rep in mind that the model is an assessment model.

teachers/counselors to teach decisio making processess

-ectly or didactically. It develops rather a process for teachers/



Aconnselors use i.n gettin .students to evaluate ho

making and

ppipach through asgesament. Assessment

they are decision

they have decision made id the past. It'is a discovery
.P

modifying behavior.

I, believe, zs a Arst :step

The mo del consists of three phasses:

I. Introduction to ageunderstanding of p6' cOhc

of decision iassages;

Developing a log of one's decision passages; and

evaluating decision-taking patterns evident in

decision passages.

Let me desc' these phases briefly.

oduction to and understan

passages.

z

g of- the concept of deci

use a piece of literature to introduce the notion of decision

passages. My favorite piece for this purpose is Robert Frost'sppoem "The

Road Not Taken."

I read the pcm aloud once or twice pausing after each reading so that

ents may reflect on its meaning and on. the feelings.and perceptions of

the speaker in the poem who is Confronted with the dilemma cNwhirhifiroad"

to choose

Students quickly grasp the notion that individualm pass "through an

intrapsychic conflict phase _ in their lives when they are confronted. with':i

decision. In this onflict phase, individuals who problem solve

intelligently deliberate on and assess (alternatives, they reflect on

C



consequences oftheir choices, they conjure up more alternativei

Cope with the dynamics that enter their lives as they go throu

giecldin which alternktiv

Significant points about

oredndividuals become evident, in Frost's poem: 1) the ambivalence that often

!

envelopes persons at they stand in the face of making a choice be ween

alternatives; 2) the aloneness persons feel as they contemplate the

chic conflict passage' in'livea

responsibility of choices and the anxiety that comes from reflecting on the

ramifications of choices; 3) the sadness rsons ekperiente at not being

able to "have it both ways, "-of.being in

position of having to discriminate, of not b

rplehrg existential.`

able to "have cake and eat

it too"; 4) the existential fact of not being able to return to alternatives

later when they are'once rejected, least not in the same way as they

appear at the time they are rejected; 5) how choosing autonomously Often

means standing apart and alone and often as different from others; 6) how

making decisions means taking risks and how risk taking can provoke anxiety;

7) how tentment often comes when one has made a good decision; how

even with contentment one always wonders what the other alternative might

have brought.

Aftea thorough discussion of Frost's poem "The Road Not Taken,"

recapitualt that a decision passage is that period of time during which a

persdn goes through a decision - making experience. The, passage may last

for a short time, say a day, or a long time, say six years. The d

passage is entered at the moment s erson perceives that he/she must set
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A
about the process of making a decision about some matter in

It is exited at the moment he she makes the decision.

decision ;mirages; sometimes any dynamics occur, < some

his or her life.

enter

dynamics complicate the process 'of decisio 'leaking severely, ()Niers affec

the process only slightly. An example bf a dynamic is h t happens when

a parent, let'mksay a father, imposes his restrictions on a son who is in
-Naa-

the throes of deciding, to get mar ed. The fathe& threatens to disown the

,

son if he marries h'sCatholic girlfriend. If the respects., his father's

opinion, this dynamic in the son's deCisioa passage can magnify the

intreps is conflict and severely complicate the process lutioq.

.What the son does, of course, with this dynamic c'says a g about

his management process in decision making.

When students are clear about the definition of and have an :der-

standing of wat a decision passage is, I move to the second phase of the

model.

II. Developing a log of one's decision passages.

I suggest at thii point that students write a detailed description of

decision passages in their own -ves. Of course, they should write about

thejnost,significant ones. Thy may, if they wish, include less significant

ones. There 'should be sufficient number of passages logged to adequately

represent the kinds of decision experienres individuals have had. Students

are encouraged to desdribe as many of the dynamics that entered their
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p;tsi6 es as they-can remember, to recall their feelifigs about them and how

they managed these dynamics. When students are currently going through
4 %

decision passages, I entourage them to include a description of those.

passages also,_

clear that during the logging phase, students should -not attempt

to ev ate theme decision-mating techniques or prOcesseS, but only describe

the passages. Evaluation come later.

A allow students sufficient time to log their decision passages so tha

they can (id so without haste, without pressure and tension. The logging

process may exAnd to from two to four weeks, depending on the situation.

Since the model relies heavily on students' memories of how their

passages were, the process is naturally a subjective one. Subjective

exercises are always susceptible to unreliability; however; teacher/.

counselor subscribes to theierceptualist/phenomenological viewpoint in

psychology, -he /she gives 0tedence to'subjectivt perception of reality. In

the last analysis, what counts Vit. each individual is not how others see

reality, but how he or she sees it.

When they are finished with the logging process, students are asked

tb form triads o -quadrads and share with each other what they have logged.

Of course, they are always given the option "to pass" if. -for some reason

they do not wish to talk about their decision passages. It is interesting,

however, that only once in my experience did a person want "to pass." She
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was a woman who wad currently going through a painful decision passage. She

was afraid that if she talked at all, she would have to talk about that

paiticular ice and she. was "just' not ready to,tail about. it

k .

.

perk= should never he compelled to self-disclose. My. experience, however,

with this opportunity to share decision passages is that stn ens enoge it

it eagerly. In fact, if for some reason I fail td allow sufficient time

for it, they express resentment. My observation is that if individuals go

through the process of carefully writing down the story of their major

decisions, they naturally then want to talk about the process with other

individuals they trust. I try. to allow an hour for discussion of decision

passages. I encourage free-flow non-structured discussion that allows for

spontaneity and a reduction of inhibition.

III. Evaluation of decision passages.

Students who have thoroughly.logged their passages and who have had

sufficient time to share their passages with others are then ready for the

next phase of the model: evaluation.

An evaluation of their decision passageS needs p paration. I provide

this preparation by means of a lecturette/discussion on certain ingredients

which I suggest students examine in their' ecision passages. I present

seven ingredients and encourage s- tudents to suggest others:

Definition

Alternative & -ssess-

3. Autonomy
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Responsibility

Risk -tag

6. Time/timing

.7. Values

me say something about each ingredient:

1, Definition.

I suggest to students that if theyJdo not define the problem they are

drying to solve (decision making is nothing more than resolving a problem

which presents intrapsychic conflict until the problem is solved or the

decision made), they often go off on a tangent, solving a different problem

from the one truly, besetting them. I remember so vividly when 'a woman spoke

up with vigor once after nodding with consent all during my presentation-..-

She supported the motion,of "def ion" -by saying- forcefully, "I know. what

you mean. If I had defined what I had to Mike a decision about whenT

graduated from high school, I would not foolishly-have just started looking

for a man.: Instead of defining the decision as What do I do next with.

my life?, she quickly began to implement-Action that led to making the

decision of(' Who will I marry? At thirty-five years,of Else, she -found

herself getting a divorce because she needed more thin an unhappy marriage.

She felt now with-hindsight that she should have allowed herself the option

of a:career or travel instead of rushing "to find a man." This had not

happened because she had failed to define the problem.

2. Alt_ natives and assessment.

If we cliarlydefine the decision that besets us, I tell students, then
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course, unearthing alternatives requires a corollary process; namely,

we are z'eady to accomplish the task of,t

the problem. I suggest- that students ,whether or not`thei.r pass1.4

hing alternat ves to resolve

eveal-this important task. Unearthingtjuat the right number of

alternatives is in ortant, not so many that bur mind resembles an overloaded

circuit, yet not so few that we shortchange ourselves in viable options. Of

assessing these alternatives. We must study the pros and cons of each

before we choose. See if this is evident in your paSsages, I say to

students.

Autonomy.

-Autonomy it not the simplest ingiedient to-discuss. Perhaps it's
qa

easier to descry.- Autonomy means, the ability to stand alone and apart in

making decisions, to stand on our own two feet and make decisions for

ourselves based on, of course, sound criteria and judgment.

While autonomy is important on the one hand it is important,` the

other; -lia autonomy be qualified with the phrase "with a healthy sense of

interdependence." Teenagers, for instance, in an effort to demonstrate

autonomy--an ability to make a decision alone =sometimes do not seek wise

counsel on important matters. They often find themselves, as a result,

deeply hurt or " n hot water," or dissapointed in failure which they could

have avoided had they sought out-the wisdom of thOse with greater experience.

Autonomy does not mean never soliciting another's advice just as it does not

mean always doing only what others suggest even when it counters what our

own better judgement suggests. Looking for indications of autonomy=in

decisions passages can reveal many truths about how independent or dependent

or interdependent we are. The last, of course, is the most desirable.

1
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4, Responsibility-

Responsibility /is related to autonomy. If we have an ability to stand

on our two feet in-making decisions, we probably can also assume

resk nibility for the consequences of our decisions, but not necessarily.

For this reason it is important to distinguish the ingredient of

responsibility.'

Individuals often cannot make decisions because they cannot fae what
fic

might.follaw. As a result they often wait for others to make decisions for

them or they LJrocrastllia bug enough for decisions "to,go away. If

they wait lo kenough an alters may disappear and then the burden

LAd 44AeiaCc is taken away from them, Living in a

4 1 _d 0L4tc .L ...14,1 iloW ti OL having the alternatives and not making

the dt.,_ii i ,...K 1+-- .1,_s l Wit, I - acy think, than living wi th the burd of

cuumcqk.tet.ce ut, Li.. A..., 6owtvcif pctsotis with an inability to tdce

ko116equeu ,LI ,, G1,, 1, .nhAlikialA ,CiSe of self-worth.

Ribk LahlitA

tomy dA01 ttsp ibility, The overlap is

obvious. Wc Jo ,Av1 d,Ak,J.omy ifL iespollsibillty without a certill

4MOUilt of_ A 1.1% 141,

taki. ioasituieu_ 1s difficult

k tc Jk", . t Z,I1 pCkb.11 should take is a personal and

idiosyncratic AudLt&, hibK6 tray not be risks for you. Individuals

must determine tot ltlullve, ex.actiy how much risk taking is viable for

them in order to avoid failure and at the same time place their level of

aspirations sufficiently high to succeed'at capacity level.
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I suggest that students, as they examine their decision passages for

evidence of productivb risk-taking, ask themselves questions such as:

Does appear repeatedly that if I has risked more, I would have grown

more, gotten more, achieved more, been more successful in attaining my

goal in life? if persons examine their decision passages and hold a

pattern of regrets about not having "done enough or "gone far enough" or

"reached high enough," they probably lack risk-taking ability. There is

evidence of lack of risk taking if they can draw such conclusions as: If

1.had taken a

the upper

who b= y

k and bidught that real estate, for example, when I had

Y

uld havc

iun1J have duabied toy money, If I had risked getting

bd. CLlcd Lu c'oLd_110h a relationship with

WIII L.IV.=k hOULA lue it is important to remember that

14111uA Lu Ludy LANLA, .irk

basis t

it pa

decision passages

There

VAIC 61_

12

necessarily a

,L.L i. iliJiviJual 1-,As risk-taking 41011

lak.h1A16 behaV

_y.

evident in several

dtavi such conclusions.

ly

iisR-taking and that is discovering too much

risk-taking panO4

passages to, Ihc of Ito-A ul LISA- ldltiilg ability; namely,

,impulsivity oL muoil tlok It is dust the right amount at risk-

taking that -fi,y aL,o.11.1

I suggest that students examine their

Time /timing

In making decisiuL0 individuals must consid ms 6 and timing as

important_ I tell that if they don't "time a decision well,"
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can be as bad as not making a decision at all, perhaps even worse. If,

for example, I decide it is time for Ine to ask for a promotion and I

collect all the supportive data I need and "psyche myself up" for going

in to see my boss about the mat

I

and then I discover that on the day

am ready to present my case to the boss that she is very busy or 4-ea

A mood, I defeat my purpose by pursuing the matter at that time.. Though

I may be really, she is uut, aild 1 must for the time when both of 4s.

are ready.

lime is ImpuLLauL ill walcAug decisions in another sense. I suggest

that students ex

they prOLraNiluate, they

passages to see how dell they used time. Do

Veiy before enough alternatives are

uueatLhekl, alu tt,cy 4LA tsc;i4es..al walla 5 tiwe poorly and 9s a result make

Val

It bitt.,__

,6*,at LhaL

They oughk

OM Of LatAl

4-114Lige LhLiw

matiy 01

la

ca L

valuea luil ace their Choices

y hok,se what they choose in their passages.

arrd solace the values at the

they should owu these values, or

Llot iihc tlicm If, fur egample, individuals dis cover

.lcLlsious ereiC made because money is important to them,

Loulp &c,08,1,4c that tact it they do not like valuing money, then

they should change

are not

value 6ome individuals deny values because they

pleased with them but such denial only complicates future decisions.

A lecturette on these seven ingredients can be concluded in about a

half hour. Interspersing discussion as the lecturette proceeds may lengthen
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but at the same time en
4

14

- it immensely. My experience is that students

are eager to offer their views and their op ions and these provide moments

of significant learnin

- Students are then,rea-dy for the next significant step in the model. I

ask theM to reflect on their passages and evaluate them in the light of`the

seven ingredients presented in the lecturette and discussion. I often give

them a series questit,us 1ILat reinforce being aware of these ingredients

as wail as others, and I urge there to reflect on the questions as a later

time, l request Ltica_ attar LbeY Leilc

put

Of lhclt

Lcl iikc 1.4ao.c

11 I. II y

uer,t!

OA,

I

4A Pk

y kA

t.m

it

on answers to the questions, they

four page eAsay-type evaluation

in their passages.

L of questions I give as 4 u.d-out to

kAL

,Alkg1=I yuaL

D c uLla Llaate?

;iNII1CL! ely

Of LiuL at y dek_ksiou btc_al

ObetplenkCO

Do yo

WUch p

an inability Du face

cif hcavily ihfluenced by others in hla -ing decisions?
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1f your answer to No. 4 is yes, who are these others: sign

others, acquaintances, society afround you,

icant

society at large"?

15

6. Do you find yourself influenced by- forces other than people? What are

Mt

11

they?

--u define CL i what you must decide upon when you

confronted with .1 4 decision, or do you allow take hazy, nebulous

folm SO tn,.L ykJu t_vcil 'Cal ly sufe what (iv- '- n besets you?

de,lal

abilay! tikbi

i1et1J fu hiub

12. What aLc

As you look at you

grown in quality

tt I

8146

.L . I

L'tiil lys iney

alteruativesJ3-5 possible

ltic LIALIE. 01 do you ma

A., A you in de -making

iy of decision-making? eMond in qu

yvU waLL

-1L y of

L many decisions in youl lit

L,4,catculy influence your decisions?

decision 0-ssages, do you feel you have

_

-decision making? Why?

1 7
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14, Have you personally fe

16

"free" making decisions.or do you feel

you have been a victim of your environment?

15. In w you wish to change your decision-making prooAs7

16. Do-you think there is anything that, stands in. the way of your plans

to change that pr

17. yOU ChAlAk yollA cUiLIOn-W4k flg has been ver=y like,that

QL h16111Y atio

DO yA4A.. L,-

:1-=

k.,itct_ii,41

wilLle4 t4,

shy,

AD yout iiieY

-=+ Ott

pAAAAL :AL -deirl

Id agaill Le ,utiicient

When

It CM anOILDCL gA,Au

This final discuss0,44 a.A U

questions Is intended t, uVL d

ins their evaluation, The

over one or two aek period, Stud

evaluate the passages thor y.

Lb rv,aluat1OLL completed, 1 o teu provide fur

Lionity to share with their peers their fihdings4

effect trenIndous insights which indiv duals

have goLteu about incii d,.(Asiunmaking processes. These insights often

suggest changing

ass

ch in turn, sometimes requires counsel and

Ins can also her instances confirm for
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1

Certaih individuals that their decision - making patte -xns are effective and

that they should not be changed. Self-worth in either case can be enclianced,

and assessment of decision passages has, as a result, performed a positive

f- ction,and increased knowledge of decision-making skills.


